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This paper is concerned with a theory of integration for functions with

values in a convex linear topological space. We consider an integral which is

essentially an extension to this general space of the integral studied by Gar-

rett Birkhoff [l] in a Banach space. By imposing different convex neighbor-

hood topologies on a Banach space, we obtain as instances of our integral

those defined by Birkhoff [l], Dunford [2], Gelfand [3], and Pettis [4].

Let/(s) be a function on an abstract set 5 to the real numbers, and let

a(o) be a nonnegative measure function on an additive family of subsets S

of S. A necessary and sufficient condition for the Lebesgue integral to exist

is that for each e>0 there exist a partition Ae of 5 into a denumerable set of

sets (<r,-) such that for any two orderings of these sets, (o-,-1) and {a?),

lim sup X) oc(o-t1)-supSitai1f(si) — lim inf £a(ff,*)-inf,i8li«/(sf) < e.

We have introduced upper and lower limits in order to stress the fact that

unconditional convergence is an unnecessary concept in the definition of the

Lebesgue integral. In fact by avoiding unconditional convergence we have

been able to extend this integral to a linear convex topological space. This

further permits a simplification in the concepts involved.

In the first section we consider a few relations between linear continuous

operations and convex neighborhoods which have been found useful in the

study of the integral. In §2 the integral is defined and some essential proper-

ties of unconditional summability are established. This is followed in §3 by

a discussion of the basic properties of the integral. The integral of an inte-

grable function x is an absolutely continuous and completely additive set func-

tion depending linearly on x. It is found in §4 that the integrability conditions

can be relaxed when the space satisfies a certain type of completeness condi-

tion. A demonstration that the linear continuous transform of an integrable

function is itself integrable occupies §5. Section 6 treats convergent sequences

of integrable functions, while §7 deals with relations to other integrals. A

theorem on differentiation is proved in §8. In §9 an application is made of

this theory to an existence theorem in differential equations. Finally in §10

* Presented to the Society, April 15, 1939; received by the editors June 19, 1939.
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some examples are given to demonstrate properties of the integral. Example

10.2 shows that the Birkhoff and Pettis integrals are different. As a conse-

quence our development leads to the definition of a class of integrals for the

theory of integration on a Banach space.

1. On convex linear topological spaces. We will restrict ourselves in this

paper to the type of convex linear topological space X defined by Kol-

mogoroff [5, p. 29] to satisfy the following axioms:

1. X is a linear space relative to real numbers [6, p. 26].

2. There exists an operation of closure, B, for any subset B of X with the

following properties:

2a. If B consists of a single element of X, then 73 = 73.

2b. B = B.

2c. B+C = B + C (+ stands for set addition).

3. Addition of elements and multiplication by numbers are continuous.

4. There exists an equivalent neighborhood system of convex* neighbor-

hoods V. Kolmogoroff has shown that Axioms 1, 2, 3 are sufficient to make X

a regular Hausdorff space with a uniform topology.t We will therefore use

only neighborhoods of the null vector.

In a convex space pseudo-norms have been defined by von Neumann [7,

pp. 18-19] as follows: Let \\x\\v equal the greatest lower bound of a>0 such

that x £ all, and let ||a-||f/ = max [||#||(/, || —He has established the fol-

lowing properties by arguments that are applicable to our space:

\\x + y\\u S \\x\\u + \\y\\u,   \\ax\\u = \ a\-\\x\\u,   \\d\\u = 0,

\\x\\u is a continuous function of x, and the sets |jac||t;<8, U z V, 5>0 form a

complete system of neighborhoods for 0. The norm has the additional prop-

erty: 11 #|| =0 if and only if x = 0. This is not a property of the pseudo-norm.

In the remainder of this paper we will use the system of neighborhoods de-

fined by the pseudo-norms and designate by U the set of all x such that

||x||u<l. Hence 7/i3 C/2 is equivalent to the statement that ||x||r/2<l implies

Hxllt/j <1. Since the pseudo-norm is homogeneous and continuous, this is in

turn equivalent to 11 x\ \ Ul g11 x\ | u2 ■

Let us now set up a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all linear

continuous operations! on X and an abstract class T of the same cardinal

power; say, *( corresponds to t z T. We proceed to prove that the neighbor-

hoods of X can be defined by linear continuous operations on X.

* A set B is convex if, whenever x, y e B, a, 6ä0, and a-\-b = 1, then ax+by t B.

f X is said to have a uniform topology if, when U(x) and U(d) are the neighborhood systems

for x and $ respectively, x+rU(d) is equivalent to TJix).

I The term "operation" is used for a numerical function.
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Theorem 1.1. For each U s V there exists a subset Tu of T such that

[x\ xeX,\ xt{x) I < 1 for every t z Tu] = [x\xz X, \\x\\u <l].*

Wehausen [8, p. 162, Theorem 8] has demonstrated that given any x0 z X

and U z V, there exists a linear continuous operation x0 on X with the prop-

erty that I x0(x) I ^||x||c/ and x0(x0) = \\x0\\u. To each x z X corresponds in this

fashion x,x. To the set of x z X for which \\x\\u = 1 will then correspond a sub-

set Tu= [tx] of T. For / z Tu, \ xt{x) \ S\\x\\u, and hence [x\x z X, | xt(x) \ < 1

for every t c TV] 3 [x\ x z X, \\x\\u <1 ]. Further if [ xt{x) | < 1 for every / e Tv,

then either ||#||r/ = 0, or ||x||r/^0, in which case there exist tax z Tu and a>l

such that |xio;c(ax)| = 1 = ||ax||c/and ||x||r7 = 1/| <z| <1. The inclusion therefore

holds both ways.

We will use interchangeably the three symbols U, [x\ x z X, \\x\\u < 1 ], and

[x \ x t X, I xt(x) I < 1 for every t z Tv] since they represent the same subset of

X. The last expression can be considered as an analysis of the neighborhood U

just as the neighborhoods U furnish a decomposition of the neighborhood

system V.

It is instructive to investigate the relation between the set of all linear

continuous operations on X and that subset used to define the neighborhood

system. This can be conveniently described by means of the algebraic notion

of a factor group. Essentially the factor group permits us to study a linear

convex topological space by means of a set of linear normed vector spaces.

If 6 is a closed linear manifold in X, then, being a subgroup of X,

0 defines a factor group F whose elements y correspond biuniquely to the

cosets. F is again a linear space. Now for a given U z V we will define

Bu=[x\x z X, \\x\\u = 0] or what is equivalent @u=[x\xzX, xt(x)=0 for

every t z Tv]. Then as <du is linear and closed, it defines the factor group Yu-

We define a norm on Yu to be [|y|| = ||x||c/ where x is any element of the coset y.

This is clearly independent of the particular x z coset y used and satisfies all of

the properties of a norm. The transformation y = T(x), where x z coset y, is a

linear continuous transformation on X to Yu with its norm topology. A linear

continuous operation y z Yu, the space adjoint to Yu, defines a linear continu-

ous operation x=T(y), namely x(x) = y(y) where x z coset y. We will use this

correspondence in the statement of the following theorem:

Theorem 1.2. The set of all linear continuous operations on X is the linear

extension of the set of operations which correspond to the adjoint spaces Yu for

all U z V.

If y £ YU} then | x(x) \ = \ y(y) | S\\y\\ ■ \\y\\ = \\y\\ ■ \\x\\u- In other words

* We will designate by [y| P] the class of elements y with the properties P.
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| x(x) I <e if x t eU/\\y\\. On the other hand if x is continuous on X, then by a

theorem due to Wehausen [8, pp. 162-163, Theorem 9], there exists a U e V

and a positive constant M for which | x(x) \ S M ■ |[#||c/. The correspondence

y(y) = x(x) where x t coset y makes x correspond to an element of Yu-

Theorem 1.3. If the set [xt \ t t Tv] has n and only n linearly independent

elements, then Yu has n and only n linearly independent elements.

Suppose first that there exist «4-1 linearly independent vectors

yi, • • • , yn+i in Yu, and that x\, ■ ■ ■ , xn e [xt \ t e Tu] are linearly independ-

ent. If yt corresponds to xt, then the system of n homogeneous linear equa-

tions zZl-iaiyt(yi) = 0 (t = 1, ■ • • , n) has a non-trivial solution {a;}. Let xt be

an element of coset yi. Since E"^iat*((^0 =E"^iat7'(3'«) =0 = 1, ' ■ ■, n) and

since any other xt for t e Tu is a linear combination of x\, ■ ■ ■ , xn, it follows

that xt(£ri-ia>xi) =0 for all t t Tv. Hence 2~2l~ia'xi £ ®u which is contrary to

our supposition. On the other hand, if there do not exist n linearly independ-

ent elements in Y, then some linear combination of every set of n elements of

X belongs to @u- Hence for every set x„, the n rowed determinant

I^'C^j)! =0 (t,j=l, ■•■,«). Let r be the largest rank attained by | *.(#,■) |

for any choice of {xj}—say | *.(#,•) | 5^0 (t,j=\, ■ • ■ , r). Then | *.(»;,■) | =0

(/, y = l, ■ • • , r+1) for any xr+i t X and hence there exist {ct} such that

zZt-ictx'(x) =0 for all x £ X. But this means that xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr+i are linearly de-

pendent.

Corollary 1.4. If each of the sets [xt\t t Tu] has only a finite number of

linearly independent elements, then the set of continuous linear operations on X

is just the linear extension of [xt \ t e Tv, U t V].

Since an w-dimensional normed vector space has an w-dimensional adjoint

space, this is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

If a weak topology is defined on a linear vector space by means of all

finite subsets of a certain class X* of linear operations on the space, then, by

the corollary, the set of all linear continuous operations on this space is ex-

actly the linear extension of X*.

2. The integral and unconditional summability. Let S be an abstract set

possessing a sigma-field S of "measurable" subsets a. We will study the in-

tegration of multiple-valued set functions x{a) having the property that the

set x(ai) contains the set x(<r2) if oi 3 <r2. A point function x{s) on 5 to X

defines a set function of this type x(a) where x{a) denotes the set of all ele-

ments x(s) for im. The function a(a) will be a single-valued, nonnegative,

bounded, completely additive measure function on S ■ We will designate by A

a subdivision of 5 into a finite or denumerable set of sets (<r,) such that
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<?i eg , (TiO-j = 0iii^j, and zZ^i = 5-The expression Ai^A2 will mean that every

set tr1 of Ai is a subset of some a2 of A2, and Ai A2 will be the subdivision of

sets (ffi1 -of), ai of A,-. The convex extension of the subset 73 of X which is

the set of all Eia^i where a{ ̂  0, Eia* = 1, e B, will be written as cvx (73).

x will be a finite set of positive integers, xi =ir2, xi-x2, and xi — x2 will

denote respectively inclusion, the integers in xi or x2, the integers in xi and x2,

the integers in xi not in x2. 2^23,- win De the set of all 2~L*X* summed

over x where x{ is an element of the subset 73,- of X. Let {73, } be a finite or

denumerable sequence of subsets of X. We will designate by the seL

of all sumsE»^i- In this notation E*^»3 will De called unconditionally sum-

mable with respect to U if there exists ttu such that if x.-Sixc/ (t'=l, 2), then

IIE»-!^-E»2-^'lk< 1 ;t and unconditionally summable to the value xtX

with respect to U if there exists rru such that if x^xry, then ||2*23i —#||r/<l.

If the 73,- are real numbers, then unconditional summability of E*J3<] is

equivalent to the absolute convergence of 22ZiBi [9, P- 63].

We are now in a position to define the U-integral. Let J&{x, a)

— E^O7' o~i)ct{<j ■ (Ti) ] where A = (a/).

Definition 2.1. x{a) will be said to be V-integrable if for every a eS there

exists a J(x, o) t X such that given U tV there exists AUr for which JAUa(x> °") &

unconditionally summable to the value J(x, a) with respect to U. We define J(x, a)

to be the value of the integral on the set a; that is, J(x, a) = f,xda.

The uniqueness of J(x, a) will be a consequence of Theorem 2.3 to follow-

The essential difference exhibited by this definition is that it does not

require the sums zZ,\Xia{ai) where *< e x{a^ to converge. Instead it requires

the sums of a subdivision corresponding to a given neighborhood Z7 to be

contained in J(x, a) + U whenever the set of integers over which the sum is

taken includes a certain finite set. We are thus freed from convergence prob-

lems. On the other hand to have demanded the unconditional convergence of

the sums 2Jx((Ti)a(<ri) would have placed unnecessary restrictions either on

x(cr) or on X. Finally it has been necessary to postulate the existence of

J(x, a) because a linear topological space need not be complete.

Theorem 2.2. If, for a given A, JA(x, S) is unconditionally summable with

respect to U, then Ja(x, <r) is unconditionally summable with respect to ZU uni-

formly in a {that is, ir3u is the same for all a).

By hypothesis there exists wu such that if 7ri=iru (i=l, 2), then

\^2^ix(oi)a((Ti) — zZ,Ttx{<Ti)a{(Ji)'\ c U. Since U is convex, we may write the re-

lationship

t If B is a. subset of X} then []5||c/<C 1 means that B c JJ.
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a(cr- ffit) r _
U 3—-——I 2^ [x{o-i)ct{o-i) — x{o-i)a{(7i) J

L a(on) -
X) [«(o-i)a(ff.) *(<7,:)a(ff;)jJ

where ii e ttv. Let us take any element of [x(o-;)a(o-j) —#(a-l)a(a'<)] in the first

term on the right and take the same element of [x(oi)a(oi) —x(<Ti)a(<Ti) ] in the

second except in the case of ii where we always take 6 e [x(ai/)a{(Ti^

— x{ai^)a(<j\ in the second term. This will give

Uo   zZ [x(<Ti)a((Ti) — x(tTi)a(<Ti)] + [x{(Ti^a{c-<r{l) — x{(n^a{o-tr,,)].

In a like manner we obtain

U 3     ZZ    [x(cri)a(ai) — x(<ri)cc(<Ti)] +  zZ [x(<Ti)a(o ■ <n) — x(<ri)a(o--a,)]

»l+'2

where i2 e wu- Treating successively the integers of wu, we will finally arrive at

(1)   U D X [x(<rt)a((7-o-,) — x(<Ti)a(tr • c,-) ] 3 ZJ [x(<r • ffi)a(<r • <ri) — x(<r • cri)a(<r • <n)].

If 7T0 • 7T(7 = 0, then

X *(»T•«■<)«(»•«'.) c X x(o-i)a(a-<7i) C X cvx [#(o-i)a(<rf) + d]
»"0 To To

C CVX 2 ^(^)a(ffi) finite set of tt's where t-tu c Z7.

(1) and (2) together give (^^^-o-^^o-i) —^„^(o ■ (Ti)ct(o ■ oA) c 3 77 for all

<r e S where n-i=TTu (i = 1, 2).

Theorem 2.3. 7/ Ja fx, a) unconditionally summable to J(x, a) with re-

spect to U, then for any A ^A0, Ja(x, a) is unconditionally summable to J(x, a)

with respect to 4U.

Without loss of generality we may consider only the case <r = S. By hy-

pothesis there exists tt0 such that if Tr=Tr0, then (%2Tx(oi)a(ai) —J(x, S)) c U

where A0 = (ai). Let (oy) be a subdivision of cr,-. Then A = (<r,-*) (i, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ •)

is a subdivision of 5. We first propose to prove a lemma.

Lemma. Let x(oi)a(<ri) + Y, c £>,J7 wAere F,- is a subset of X and b{>0. Then

there exists an ni such that if n = n, then

and

zZ «(^Z) x(oi
L  j—n+l J

1
< —

v 2*

j-i 2'
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Since U is convex,

1 :
biUDevx [x(a,)a((Ti) + F,]d— 22 x(o ftctip ,*) + F<

£n   i= 1

where cvi=^j=\oi(<rji)/oL(<Ti) ^ 1. Hence

n

22 x(vf)a(vf) + cjYiCcjbiUiCbiU.

As ||a;(t7<)a(tT<) + F<||i7 <bi, there exists an M, for which ||^(<Tf)o!(<rt)||r/

+ || Yi\\u <Mi. Now c»*—*1 as n—>w so that there will be an w< such that if

n^fii then ||(1 -c„i)Fi||C/<l/2i and -c„i)a;(<ri)a(ff<)||r/<l/2i. Therefore

22?=i*<>Ji)a(<r)-i) + Fi < biU+17/21 for n = »<.
We will now apply this lemma successively to the elements of 7T0. If in

is the wth integer of ir0 so chosen, then

y<n =   22   x(<n)a(<ri) + 22   22 *(*/>(*/) - /(*, 5),

and öi„=22o+xnl/2i where    =     4, • • • , i»-x). We finally obtain

{ 22 [ 22 *W)«rv)~| - /(*, s)\ c ( 22 t)uc2u-

Let i/bea finite set of number pairs (*,/) which designate the superscript and

subscript respectively of oy. Define v'= [(i, j) \ i t tt0, j = 1, • • • , «<]. If p

then the terms of 22"x(°'ji)a;(0Vi) not included in the above sum may be split

into two partial sums 25' and 2" where 2' contains only terms from x(ffi),

i f. 7To, and 2" contains only terms from x(a/), i e tt0. There exists tti (tti ■ tt0=0)

such that

S'c      22     CVX [x(<ri)a(ai) + 6}

C CVX 22 x(o-i)a(p.
L T

finite set of it's where 7T-7T0 = Oj c U.

Also

22       x{<Ta/)a(aa/) = 22       22 x{<ra/)a(,(faji)
,(i,j')ofS" ir0  L (j',)')of2" Ji£ir0,(i,)')of2'

Now in the       of 2" we have? >Wi so that [22 «, ft of z" «(o-«,-*)]*^) cU/2\
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By convexity, E«, f) of 2" x(<Ti)a(<Taji) c U/2\ and hence 2" c^^r/^'c U.

Finally if v — v',

E x(fff)a(<rf) - J(x, S)c2U + U + Uc4U.
v

Corollary 2.4. If JAl(x, a) and Ja2(x, a) are unconditionally summable to

J(x, er) with respect to U\ and Ut respectively, then JA, -a2(#, o) is unconditionally

summable to J(x, o) with respect to both 4l7x and 4f/2.

3. Basic properties of the integral. A set function y(o-) on S to X will be

said to be absolutely continuous if for every U e V there exists a 8u > 0 such

that if a(o) < 8u then y(<r) c U. Absolute continuity is clearly relative to a{a).

Theorem 3.1. If x(a) is V-integrable, then fvxda is absolutely continuous.

Since x{o) is TJ-integrable, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that to each U e V

there corresponds a Au and wu such that ||2*r/*(<r'flr<)«(<r'ff<) —J(x, o-)\\u<t/2

for all o eg • As ||x(o-t-)||f/ < 00 there exists a 8V >0 for which if a{o) < 8V then

||#(<r,>(o-)||r/<l/2i+1 (i t rru). But then \\zZrUx(a-ori)a(cT-(ri)\\u<l/2 and

hence if only a{o) < 8U;

\\J(x, c)\\u < y~l x(a- o-i)a(a- cr,) — cr) + 2 x(f-cri)a(0'-<7'<) < 1.

Theorem 3.2. If x{o) is V-integrable, then fcxda is additive.

It follows from Theorem 2.2 that to each U e V there corresponds a

Av = (<Ti) and 7^ such that if tt ^irv, then \\z2*x(o ■ 0 l)a(a ■ 0,) —J(x, tr)||r/<l/10

for all fftg. Suppose a° = a1-\-o2 and j'ir! = 0. The subdivision (cr,0)

= {{a1-a,), (p*-<Tj)} of cr0 is greater than (ä) the subdivision (o-° o-t) of <r».

Hence by Theorem 2.3 there exists tt0 such that if 7r^7r0 then

E x(a*)a(ai>) - J(x, <r°) < 2/5.

When we combine these statements, taking 7r^7r0 sufficiently large so that

among the sets 0? (i t tt) are the sets (V-oy) and (a2-a,) for i e xy, we obtain

\\j(x, ffi) + /(», O - /(«, «r»)^

= E

+ E E )«(**• a,*) - *(«7*-«T*)a(«r*-<r»)] ||   < 1.

Therefore j(x, <t°)=J(x, <t1)+J(x, tr2).
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Theorem 3.3. If x(o) is V-integrable, then fcxdct is completely additive and

Z~lif'ixdoi is unconditionally convergent.

Let {<?%•} be a sequence of disjoint sets of S . Since zZa(ai) < 00 > Theorems

3.1 and 3.2 imply lim„ Wf^xda — 2~Zt-iI'ix^<x\\u = 0. As the same considera-

tions hold for any subsequence of {o\}, the sum is by definition uncondition-

ally convergent.

Theorem 3.4. If x(a) and y{a) are V-integrable and m is a real number,

then m x{o) and x{a)-\-y(a) are V-integrable, mJix, a)=J(mx, a), and

J(x+y, a) =J(x, o)+J(y, a).

The conclusion about m-x{a) follows from the fact that when Ja(x, a) is

unconditionally summable with respect to U to the value J(x, a), then

JA(mx, a) is unconditionally summable to mJ(x, a) with respect to mil.

Finally if JAfx, a) and Ja2(x, a) are unconditionally summable with respect

to U to the values J(x, a) and J(y, a) respectively, then JA(x+y, a) where

A =Ax-A2 is unconditionally summable to J(x, a) +J(y, a) with respect to 8(7

by Theorem 2.3.

4. The integral in a complete space. The conditions for integrability can

be relaxed when X satisfies a certain type of completeness property. It is

convenient to define this property by means of the general limit notion of

E. H. Moore and H. L. Smith [10, p. 103] on a class D with a relation R

on DD which is transitive and compositive. Each element of D will represent

a unique subdivision A of 5 and neighborhood U tV, and will be designated

by AU. We define AiUi R A2«72 to mean Ai^A2 and Z7iC £/2. A sequence

xn e X will be called a fundamental sequence if for each U e V there is an Nu

such that if m, n = Nu then (x„ — xm) e U. X will be said to be sequentially com-

plete if every fundamental sequence is convergent. X will be said to be com-

plete with respect to D if every "fundamental 7>-sequence," x(AU) cX (that

is, every sequence such that for each U e V there is a AU such that A,•£/,- R AU

(i=l, 2) implies [*(AiZ7i) — #(A2i72)] e U) is "convergent" (that is, an x t X

exists such that for each U zV there is a A U such that Ai<7i R AU implies

[x(AyUx)-x] £ U).

Theorem 4.1. If X is complete with respect to D and x(a) has the property

that for every U z V there exists a Au such that Jav{x, S) is unconditionally sum-

mable with respect to U, then x(a) is V-integrable.

By hypothesis there exists Av and tvu such that if m — ttu then

ZZ x(<Ti)a(ffi) — X) x(ffi)a(ai)
X! x2

< 1.
\u
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Let us designate by Jau(x, a) some one element of the setzZ^vx('7'(Ti)a(ff'<xi)-

Theorem 2.2 implies that \^Z-,x(a-ai)a{(j-(Ti) — Jau{x, er)||c/<3 forallceS if

tt^ttu. By Theorem 2.3, if A, = (<ri») =AU} then there exists Wj such that for

7r = 7r)> \[%2*x(<t■ o-i^aicr■ o-i') — Jau(x, <r)||p<12. Finally when A/7/,- R AU, we

have

X x((T-crf)a{u-of) — Ja^^x, <t)

ZZ x{o-(jj)a{cT-o-i) — jAfijix,^    < 1<

if only TT=Tvuj. Combining these statements gives the result that for

AMRAU (/=1,2),
2

lljAjt/^x, a) - Ja2Uz(x, a)\\u S zZ ||7<W*, °) + Jmj{x, o)\\v < 2 -13 = 26.

Completeness with respect to D then implies the existence of J(x, <r) for which

if U z V there exists a Ar/ and ttu such that if -k = tvv, then

/(x, er) — X x(cr-(Ti)a((r-crt') < 1 + \Jau (x, a) - J(x, o-)\\u < 1 + 26 = 27.

Lemma 4.2. 7/ X is sequentially complete and satisfies the first countability

axiom, then X is complete with respect to D.

Let {Un} where Un z> Un+i be a complete neighborhood system of 6. If

x(A(7) is a fundamental Z7-sequence, then for each 77 e V there exists a

AuU zD such that Ait7t-RAt/f7 (7=1, 2) implies ||x(Aif7i)-x(A2l72)||r7<l.

If we define An=Y["=1AVi, then k^n implies AkiUhi R AUlciUki R AvJJn and

\\x(AklUkl) —x(Ak2Uk2)\\un<l. As X is sequentially complete, there exists

x0=lim„ x(A„f7„). Now given U z V, there exists c7„0c U. Let A' =Av-Ano.

Then

||«o - x(AuU)\\u S ||*o - ^A^Jc + ||*(A„0Z7no) - x(A'L7„0)||r7„

+ ||*(AT7„0) - x(AuU)\\u = 3.

Corollary 4.3. If X is sequentially complete and satisfies the first counta-

bility axiom, and if x(a) has the property that for every U z V there exists a Av

such that Jav{x, S) is unconditionally summable with respect to U, then x(o)

is V-integrable.

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
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5. The continuous transform of an integrable function. Let X and F be

linear topological spaces with the convex neighborhood systems V and V of

their respective null elements. The following theorem can then be proved:

Theorem 5.1. If T is a linear continuous transformation on X to Y and if

x(a) is V-integrable, then T \x(a) ] is V-integrable and J(T [x], a) = T [J(x, a) ].

Since T is continuous, for every V e U there exists a U e V such that

T(U)cV. The TJ-integrability of x(a) implies the existence of J(x, a),

Av, ttu such that if tt^ttu then ^^(^'ffi)«(<f'ffi)-7(x, a) cU. Hence for

tt^ttu we have ~52tT[x{(t-o^a^-Vi)—T[J(x, <r)]cV. It follows that

r[:r(o-)] is LMntegrable and that J(T[x], a) = T[J(x, er)].

Corollary 5.2. // x is a linear continuous operation on X and if x{a) is

V-integrable, then x\x(p) \ is Lebesgue integrable and x[J(x, <r)]= fax[x]da.

In this case Y is the space of real numbers. For real-valued functions our

integral reduces to Frechet's interpretation of the Lebesgue integral (11). The

corollary then follows from Theorem 5.1.

If x(s) is a multiple-valued point function on S to X and if the set func-

tion x(a) m [x(s) \s e<r] is U-integrable to the value J(x, a), then we will say

that x(s) is U-integrable to the value J{x, a). Further a set of linear continu-

ous operations F on X will be said to be total if when x(x) = 0 for all x t V, then

x = 6 [6, p. 42].

Theorem 5.3. If the set of linear continuous operations on X contains a

denumerable subset which is total and if x(s) and y(s) are integrable to the same

■values on S, then x(s) = y(s) a.e.

Let {#„} be a total denumerable subset of linear continuous opera-

tions on X. Then for all a t§,fTxn[x(s) — y(s)]da = 0by Corollary 5.2. Hence

xn[x(s)—y(s)]=0 on 5 — an wherea(crn) =0. Therefore x„[x(s) — y(s)] =0 on

5—o-0 = 5'—E0"* lor all w, and a(o-0) =0. As {xn} is total, x(s) =y(s) on 5 — o-0,

which proves the theorem.

The conjugate space X to a Banach space X has been defined by Dunford

to be a fundamentally separable space with a determining manifold F in

case T is a separable linear manifold in X such that for every x t X, we have

l.u.b. [| x(x) I I x e T, ||x|| = 1] = ||*|| [2, p. 310]. It is clear that if X is a Banach

space with its weak neighborhood topology or even its norm topology (see §1)

and X is a fundamentally separable space, then the set of linear continuous

operations on X contains a denumerable subset which is total. Theorem 5.3

is therefore applicable to such spaces.

6. Convergence of integrable functions. We prove first the following

theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. If xn(o) are V-integrable and if, for all a e§, \f„xnda\ is a

fundamental sequence, then the integrals are equi-absolutely continuous.

The argument of Saks (12) is applicable here. With the distance function

(<ri, <r2) = a (o"i+<r2 — oi • <72) the family of sets S becomes a complete metric space.

Let Fn(o) = fcxnda andS,= [ff t§ such that H-FnOO — Fm(o)\\uSe/3, m,n^q].

Since Fn(o) is absolutely continuous by Theorem 3.1, the setsS? are closed.

Also S =Xa°°S q. Hence by the Baire category theorem there exists an integer

qQ and a sphere K(o0, r) eg <,„. Let 8 <r be such that ||/790(cr)||c7 Se/3 if a(o) < 8.

Then for all a such that a(o-)<5<r, oi = o+(o0 — o) and o2 = o^~a are in

K(o0, r) so that for m, n^q0,

\\Fn(o) - Fm(<r)\\u = ||F.(#0 - FM\\u + \\P.('t) - Fm(o2)\\u = 2e/3.

Therefore [1(er)11c/ ^e if a(o) < 8 and n^qa.

The integrable functions dealt with in the remainder of the paper will be

single-valued point functions on S to X. As previously stated the integra-

bility of x(s) depends directly upon the integrability of the set function

x{o) = [x(s) \s to], and the integral of x(s) is defined to be that of x(o).

We would like to extend to X the notion of approximate convergence in-

troduced by Dunford [2, p. 343]. Let o{n, e, U) = [s\ \\xn(s) —x(s)\\u^e]. The

sequence x„(s) will be said to approach x(s) approximately on 5 if for every

n, U, and e>0 there is a measurable set o'(n, e, U)z>o(n, e, U) such that

lim„a[o'(n, e, <7)]=0.

We are now in a position to prove the following result:

Theorem 6.2. Let X be sequentially complete, let xn(s) be V-integrable, and

let xn(s)^>x(s) approximately. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) x(s) is V-integrable and

lim  I xnda =   I xda
n    J ff Jo

uniformly in o.

(2) lim„ fandet exists for every a eS •

(3) f<rXnda are equi-absolutely continuous.

That (1) implies (2) is obvious, while Theorem 6.1 proves that (2) implies

(3). There remains only the proof that (3) implies (1). For this purpose we

demonstrate

Lemma 6.3. If x{s) is V-integrable and \ \ x{s) \ \ u S e,a.e., then 11 fcxda\ \uSea (<r).

For given 77 and U there exist A,t/ and tvu such that \\2Ztvux(o■ Oi)a(o o%)

— J(x, o)\\v <t) where A,?/= (cr.) and 01= [s \ ||aj(j)||r/>e]. But
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= zZ \\x(o--o-i)\\ua(o-<7i) S ea(ff).
*r,U

Hence \\J(x, <t)\\u Sect(o) + v where rj is arbitrarily small.

To continue the proof of the theorem, we will first show that lim„ Jcxnda

exists uniformly in a. By hypothesis, given U and e>0 there exists due such

that if a{a)<bUe, then ||/ffxncia||r7<e, and further, given U and 5>0 there

exists Nus such that if n = Nuh then a[a'{n, 5, U)}< 5. Let <50 be the smaller

of e and 8Ue. Then for m, n = Nus0 we have ||x„(s) — #m(s)||r/<250 on

S — o-'(n, 50, U)—a'(m, 80, U). If <Tnm = cr'(n, 80, U)+o'{m, 5Q, U), then using

Lemma 6.3,

I  [xn(s) — xm(s)]da      =     I       [xn(s) — xm(s)]do

J <r u       I I J c-cnm

+ II J"   \xn{s) - xm(s)]dc 250a(S) + 2e S (2a(5) + 2)e.

This together with the fact that X is sequentially complete implies that

lim„ J„xnda exists uniformly in <j.

Given UtV, let us select a subsequence, which for notational convenience we

will designate as {#„(.?)}, having the properties: (1) \\f„xnda—\im.„ J„xnda\\u

< 1/2" for aller eg , and (2) \\xn(s) -x(s)\\u<l/(2na(S)) on S-rn, where T„t§,

Tn => rn+i, and a{rn) < 1/2". Relation (2) is a consequence of approximate con-

vergence. We will now show that x(s) is U-integrable to the value

J(a) =lim„ fcxnda. As xn(s) is integrable, there exists a An and a irn such

that if 7T>7r„ then

zZ X„(cr-cri")a(cr-crln) — J(x„, a)

TT

where A„ = (cr/). Hence for <r c S — rn and -it = wn>

< —
u 2"

2~Z x(o--o-?)-a(<r-o-in) — J(a)

(1)

S l.u.b. \ \\zZ - xn(si)]a(o--o-in)\\

+ \\j(xn, cr) - /(cr)||J
u J

+ \\zZ xn(si)a(o- o-i") — J{xn, a)

< i.u.b. r z
st£tr"fft   1— ir

*(*i) - xn(Si)\\ua(a-<rr) + 1/2" + 1/2
n

a(cr) 1 1
S-—H-g —

2"a(5)      2"-1 2"-
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Statement (3) postulates for a given U, a 8u>0 such that if ot{o)<ov

then ||/„#„<7a||r/<l/23 for all n. We now choose n0>5 such that a(r„0) <cV.

Let äk" = c*" • (t„-i — rn) for w > «o and let A be the subdivision (cV) of t„0. Then

for any finite set tii, k{, ||XLi*(^"0a(^*ini)lk < 1/2. This can be demon-

strated as follows: By the inequality (1), if 7r=ir„, then

X [x{df)a(fft) - x(äkn)a(äkn)] < —
v 2»-

and a fortiori

<
2"-

Therefore

(2)
n n n n 1 1

< - S —
u    2"o-3 23

Let / be the greater of w< (*=1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p). Clearly there exists ir'^wi for

which

I      ZZ Ot{cfCk\) — Oi{(Tk\)
I L t £ t

X{(Tki)

1

£7 2*p

whenever ir^ir'. Hence if tt^it',

(3)

X x{at- o>*)a(ov er**) x(cri')a(cr*'.) j-

X    Z '('i' ök/)a(<rt ■ er*:*)
1=1 1—   l t TT

— X    X *(ä;**)a(0'«'^*i)
t'=l L !tl

+ X x(o^)

= X"! X [xUt-o-k'i) — x(ok
i—1 Wet

X a(afO-k\) — a(o-k])
l c TT J

+ tx^lZ
«=l L (e I

a(ato-k^) — a(o-t')

p 1
c X cvx [ { xiäll) - x{ö°k\) } a{äl\)} + — U

1 1 1
C—U + — UC— U.

23        23 22
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The next to last inclusion follows because the inequality (2) holds for all

subsetsof (1,2, • • • ,p). Finally since the subdivision {(<Tjl-äkini),i=\, ■ ■ ■ ,p\

of cro=XXi^*iB< is a repartition of the subdivision (over/), the inequality (1)

and Theorem 2.3 imply the existence of ir"}zir' such that

(4) J(<To)  —   ZZ\   iZ x{<Jf<Jh\)a{(Tf(Tk\) <

As ||/(o-o)||r/<l/23, we have, after combining (3) and (4)

X x(äki)a(ck'/)
1111

<-1-h— S —
22      2i~1     23 2

We define a subdivision A0= («r<) of 5 to be the sets of {cr,"°(5 — r„0)} and

of A. Let 7To be the 7r„0 terms of {er;"»- (S — t,,) }. Then if it ^ir0, we have

X x(ffi)a(oi) — J(S) X   *(tr<)«(ff») — 7(5 — t„„)
sets of A„

+ X #(cr,-)a(cr<)
sets of A

1 1 1
S - + — + — < 1.

2"»     23 2

x(s) is therefore integrable to J(S). Clearly what has been shown for 5 could

similarly be shown for any er e § .

We state the following theorem without proof:

Theorem 6.4. If xn(s) are V-integrable (n = 0, 1, • • • ) and if x„(s)^x0(s)

approximately, then the following are equivalent:

(1) lim„ fcxnda = fffx0da exists uniformly in <r.

(2) f<,xndct are uniformly absolutely continuous.

In the next theorem it is convenient to consider a pseudo-norm for the

U-integrable functions defined as ||/(a;)||t/ = l.u.b.ff £S||/(#, o)\\u.

Theorem 6.5. If X is sequentially complete, x(s) V-integrable, and <b(s)

real-valued, measurable, and bounded by M, then y(s) = <j>(s)x(s) is V-integrable

<Md\\j(y)\\v£2U\\j(x)\\a.

Let <f>n(s) be a step function with the property that \(pn(s)—<b(s)\ <l/».

As x(s) is U-integrable, there exists for a given U t V a Ap = (<r<) such that

Jav(x, S) is unconditionally summable with respect to U. Hence for every k,

\\x(s)\\u will be bounded on t4=Xi-i<r'' so that || (<bn(s) — <p(s))x(s)\\u <e for

sufficiently large n on r*. Therefore <bn(s)x(s)-*y(s) approximately. Suppose
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4>n(s) = Cin on <7;n. Then by a lemma due to Dunford [2, p. 313]

I J 4>nXnda xda

(1)

1 j a-a?

S 2M-l.u.b. I    £ f    xda\\    x g (1, 2, ■ • • , 7VB)I
1        L II    ir   j o-di" \\u  \ J

g 2M l.u.b. n  j    *t7a       <r* tgl.
»» L11J ».»•    \\u A

The absolute continuity of f„xda (Theorem 3.1) thus implies the equi-abso-

lute continuity of the integrals fc<t>„xda. By Theorem 6.2, y(s) is U-integrable

and fcyda = limn fc<pnxda. The remaining part of the theorem results immedi-

ately from (1).

7. Instances of the U-integral. A further insight into the nature of the

17-integral can be gained by displaying some familiar integrals as representa-

tions of the TJ-integral. We will first consider a very general theorem of this

nature. To this end it will be recalled that in Theorem 1.1 we have shown

that to every U e V there corresponds a set of linear continuous operations

and a range TV such that U = [x\x e X, | xt(x)\ <1 for every t t Tu]. Fur-

ther, since the relation ^ on the set of subdivisions A is transitive and com-

positive, the general limit of E. H. Moore and H. L. Smith [10, p. 103] is

applicable to this range.

Theorem 7.1. x(s) is V-integrable if and only if for every U t V,

limAzZZ. 1xt[x(a-ai)]a(a-<ri) = xt[J(x, a)] uniformly in t t Tu and the

zZi-\Xi [x(o~ ■ at) ]a(a ■ <rf) are absolutely convergent uniformly intt Tu-

The statement that for every U and a there exist A(/„ and irue such that if

7T =tu„ then \\22tx(o ■ Oi)a(o ■ <Ti) —J(x, cr)||c/<l is equivalent by Theorems 1.1

and 2.3 to the statement that for every U and a there exists Ar/„ such that if

A2iA(7„ there is a xA such that if x^xA then

X xt[x(a-ffi)]a(a-ai) — xt[J(x, <r)] < 1

for all t e Tu.

Corollary 7.2. If X is a Banach space with the weak neighborhood topol-

ogy defined by all finite sets of elements in the adjoint space (that is, if

(7 =. [x\ x e X, I xt{x) I < 1, t = 1, • • • , «]), then the V-integral is the integral de-

fined by Pettis [4, p. 280].

Each x, element of the adjoint space, will clearly be continuous in the
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weak topology and hence by Corollary 5.2 x[J(x, cr)] = fcx[x(s)]da for every

a eS . Conversely, if the latter is true, then by Theorem 7.1, the 17-integral ex-

ists and is equal to the Pettis integral.

Dunford [2, p. 338] has considered a more general type of integral defined

as follows: Let A7- be a closed linear manifold contained in Y, the adjoint space

to a Banach space Y. Then a function y(s) on S to F which has the property

that x \y(s) ] is summable for every xtX defines uniquely an element in X ac-

cording to the equation

*„ is the Dunford integral of y(s) over a. However each y e F corresponds to a

unique element xtX through the correspondence x(x)=x(y) for all xtX. The

Dunford integral is unchanged when we replace the integrand y{s) on 5 to F

by its correspondent x(s) on S to X (that is, fex[y(s) ]da = fax(s) [x]da for all

x t X). If we make this replacement, we can prove by an argument similar to

that used in Corollary 7.2 the following:

Corollary 7.3. If X is adjoint to a Banach space X with the weak topology

on X defined by all finite sets of elements of X, then the V-integral of a function

to X is the integral defined by Dunford.

Theorem 7.4. If X is a Banach space and V its norm topology, then the

V-integral is the integral defined by Birkhoff.

If x(s) is Birkhoff integrable, then given e >0 and a e§ there exists A, and

J(x, cr) such that JAe(x, a) is unconditionally convergent* to elements in an

e-sphere about J(x, a). It is a fortiori unconditionally summable to J(x, a)

with respect to an e-sphere and hence TJ-integrable to J(x, a). Conversely,

suppose x(s) is "TJ-integrable. Then given e/2n, there exists A„=(o-;n), where

A„+i^A„, and wn such that if 7r^7r„ then \\zZ^x(ffi")a(ffin) — J{x, S)\\ <e/2n

(n = 0, 1, • • ■ ). If Nn is the greater of the integers in 7r„, then m, ik = Nn im-

plies that |Er*fa")afa")-•/■(*, S)\\ <e/2" and ||E?-i*(ff*»B)«(^*")|l <2e/2"
(« = 0,1, ■ • • ). Let P„ be the greater of Nna.ndMn where X^m/Kg".") < l/2n.

We define a sequence of sets oi, cr2, • • • , cr„, • • • as follows: &i = cri°. Suppose ok

is of A„. Then ak+i is the set of lowest subscript of A„ which is disjoint from any

of the previously chosen sets unless all such sets have subscripts greater than

Pn. In the latter case,7?„ = k and ovh is the set of lowest subscript of A„+x which

is disjoint from any of the previously chosen sets. zZf-ia(ai) ^&(S) —1/2".

* If X is sequentially complete, thenX)Bi where BiC X is said to be unconditionally convergent

if given U e V there exists Nu such that if ik~^Nv then |ELi-B»*l|c<1-
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Hence A = (<Xi) is a subdivision of S. Now since A = A0, there exists by Theorem

2.3 an NA such that |El*(<»*)a(<r*) — /(*, 5)11 <4e if only n = NA. Finally by
our choice of |A„}, if ik>Rn then aik is a subset of some ay (i = Nn). Hence

there exists ir such that *■•(!, • • • , Nn) =0 and

lZ x(ffit)a(ait) zZ cvx [*(«rf )a(«rf) + d]

g l.u.b. fj zZ *(<rin)a(crf) |x'gxjg

7a(#, S) is therefore unconditionally convergent to elements in an e-sphere

about J(x, S) and consequently x(s) is Birkhoff integrable.

In §10 we demonstrate that the Birkhoff integral is distinct from the Pettis

integral which in turn is distinct from the Dunford integral. Hence if we

limit ourselves to Banach spaces on which we impose all possible convex

neighborhood topologies which lie, say, in strength* between the norm topol-

ogy and the usual weak topology, the corresponding ranges of integrable func-

tions lie between the Birkhoff range and the Pettis range.

8. Differentiation. In the study of differentiation we wish to limit our at-

tention to the subclass of U-integrable functions on S=(0, 1) to X defined

as follows: x(s) will be said to be V-integrable if

(1) x(s) is U-integrable.

(2) There exists a sequence of step functionsf {#»(s)| such that

\\x„(s) — #(s)||r/—>0 a.e. for each U t V.

(3) ||x(s)|[ry is summable for each U tV.

If X is a Banach space, then the TJ'-integral is the Bochner integral [13].

On the other hand, if S is a Banach space with the usual weak neighborhood

topology, then the V'-integral is the Pettis integral [4]. This is easily seen

from Corollary 7.2 and by writing xn(s)=fiinx(s)ds/\lin\ if s t Iin where

Iin = {(i — \)/n, i/n). Thus a peculiarity of this weak neighborhood topology

is that the classes of V- and V '-integrable functions on (0, 1) to X are the

same (see Corollary 7.2).

We define a function x(I) on intervals of (0, 1) to X to be of bounded

variation% if for every Pel1 there exists an Mu such that for every finite set

of disjoint intervals Ii, ■ ■ ■ , /„, = -^"c- The function x{I) will

* V is said to be weaker than (J if whenever xn-^>x in (J then x„—*x in 17.

t A function on (0, 1) to X will be called a step function if and only if it is single-valued on each

of a finite number of disjoint intervals whose sum is (0, 1).

t This is a generalization of the two notions of strong and weak bounded variation which have

previously been introduced (see [3 ]).
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be said to be pseudo-dijferentiable* if there exists a y(s) on (0, 1) to X such

that for every U tV, a.e.

*(/)
lim - y(s) = 0

where I is an arbitrary interval containing s. The function y(s) is the pseudo-

derivative of x(I).

Theorem 8.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a single-valued, ad-

ditive, absolutely continuous function x{o) on measurable sets in (0, 1) to X be

pseudo-dijferentiable and of bounded variation is that the function x(a) be a

V'-integral. x(a) is then the V'-integral of its pseudo-derivative.

Proof of the necessity. Let xn(s) =x(Iin)/\lin\ on Ti" = (i/2n, (i + l)/2n)

(i = 0, 1, • ■ • , 2n — 1). Then by the definition of the pseudo-derivative there

exists a y(s) for which \\xn(s) —y(s)\\u^0 a.e. Since ||jcB(s)|[r/is measurable and

||#n(s)||r/-H|y(i\)||r/ a.e., it follows that ||y(s)||r/ is measurable. As x{a) is of

bounded variation, f<r\\xn(s)\\udsSMu- Therefore by Fatou's lemma, ||y(s)||r/

will be summable. It remains only to show that y(s) is TMntegrable to the

value x(a). Now given e>0 and U e V, there exists 8eu>0 such that if

\<r\ <5eU then fr\\y(s)\\udsSe/S. Further, since\\xn(s) -y(s)||i7 = limm^0O \\xn(s)

—xm(s)\\u a.e. and is thus measurable, there exists aeU such that ||#»(s) —

—>0 uniformly on (0, 1) —aaj—Taj and \<r,u\ <8eu- Let n be chosen so that

\xn{s) — y(s)\\u<e/i for s t reu- If (»=1, ■ ■ ■ , N) are the sets on which

xn(s) is constant in reU, then

N

12 y(v
i=l

a- CT - <7i — 12 xn(a-ai)- c-o-i < e/A.

Finally let o-i (i = N+l, ■

N+l

Then for ik>N,

12 y(<r-°ik)-1 o a-ik I

) be a subdivision of aeU for which

X S e/8.

= 12 \\y("-°it)\\u- I cr-c
hml

Se/8 + J  \\y(s)\\uds S e/4

N+l

* Pettis has used this definition of pseudo-differentiability for a weak neighborhood topology on

a Banach space.
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For A = (er,) and *y^(l, 2, • • • , N) we have

(1) X y(<r • <n) I ff • <rt-1 — X y(°" ffi) I °" ff»' < e.

Now by Theorem 1.1 there exist linear continuous operations xt on X such

that U =[x\x z X, I xt(x) | < 1 for every f e TV]. Our hypothesis clearly im-

plies xt[x(o-)]=fcxt[y(s)]ds* There will therefore exist a subdivision

A(= (oV) ̂ A for which

X *«bK*•*»•*)]• I ff-ffi* I — *<[*(ff)] < e.

By(l)if/((cr)is some elementofXTo^ffy^ ^i)]!where7To = (l,2, ■ • -,N),

then I tiE')1^''*) I °"-ff<| ] ~J~t(*) \ <e for 7r^7r0. Theorem 2.3 then implies

< 4eX ««[y^-o-i')]- I <r-<r<' I — /((<r)

and hence | /((er) — xt [x(a) ] \ <5e. Therefore for it = tt0,

for every t z Tu or, what amounts to the same thing,

X y(f • «•<) • I <r • <»■< I — #(<r) < 6e.

y(s) is thus integrable to the value #(<r).

Proof of the sufficiency. We will first prove a lemma.

Lemma 8.2. If x(s) is V-integrable and \\x(s)\\u is integrable for a given

U z V, then \\f.xda\\uSf,\\x(s)\\uda.

Given e>0, there will be a Ae and v, such that

y. x(cr- ai)a(cf- <r<) — J(x, <r) < e/2,

X ||*(«-«r0||«(***0 — I ||*(5)||c7^«< e/2.

* If x{a) defined only on intervals is additive, absolutely continuous, of bounded variation, and

has a pseudo-derivative, then this statement and the rest of the necessity remains valid for integrals

on intervals. If X is in addition complete with respect to D, the integral can be extended on all meas-

urable sets.
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Since we have HX^C0"■Oi)a(<r■<Ti)\\uS2~l*.\\x(a'■o~i)\\uot{<r-o-i), it follows that

cr)|| g/„||x(s)||r7cia+e where the e is arbitrary.

The proof of the sufficiency is now essentially an argument used by Boch-

ner [13, pp. 269-270]. As y(s) is TJ'-integrable, there will exist a sequence

x*(s) of step functions such that ||#«*(s) — y(s)||c/—»0 a.e. Define xn(s) = x *(s)

if ||**(*)||r/^||y(>)||r/ + l, xn(s)=Q otherwise. Then \\xn(s)-y0)||t/->0 a.e.;

\\xn(s) — y(s)\\u is bounded by the summable function (2||y(s)||t/ + l); and

\\x"(s) — y(s)\\u is measurable since \\xn(s) — y(o-)||r/ = limm \\xn(s) — xm(s)\\u.

Hence making use of the lemma,

I f [xn(s) - y(s)]ds\\ S f \\xn(s) - y(s)\\Dds.
II*'» \\u      J c

Finally fcxn(s)ds has a pseudo-derivative because xn{s) assumes only a finite

set of values. Therefore

lim
m-o

Jiy{s)ds
- y{s)

^    ,.       MV® ~ Xn(s)\\udS
-< hm -j—j-

u    UI-k) 7

+ lim
UI-K)

fixn(s)ds
— xn(s) + \\Xn(s) - y(s)\\u

S 2\\xn(s) - y(s)\\u a.e.

As limn \\xn(s) —y(s)\\u = 0 a.e., y(s) is the pseudo-derivative of x(<r). Bounded

variation follows from the lemma.

This theorem has previously been proved for the special cases where X

is a Banach space [14, p. 410, footnote] and where A is a Banach space with

its weak neighborhood topology [4, p. 300].

We may generalize the notion of derivative in another way: namely, a

function x{I) on intervals of (0, 1) to X is said to be differentiable at a point

s if y(s) c X exists such that for every U

lim
x(7)

y(s) = 0

where I is an arbitrary interval containing s. y(s) is called the derivative of

x{I) at s. The vanishing of the limit is here independent of the choice of U.

This kind of derivative does not seem to lend itself to a theorem analogous to

Theorem 8.1. One should expect the integral of a well behaved integrand to

have a derivative a.e. However in Example 10.9 we exhibit an additive,

absolutely continuous function on measurable sets of (0, 1) to a Hilbert space

with its weak neighborhood topology which is pseudo-differentiable and of
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bounded variation but not differentiable a.e. On the other hand its pseudo-

derivative is both T/-integrable and the limit in the norm sense of a sequence

of step functions.

Pettis [23] has treated in detail the case x(I) of bounded variation in

the norm topology on a Banach space. In some special cases we have been

able to demonstrate a few propositions about the derivative in a weak neigh-

borhood topology. Theorem 5.1 of Pettis' paper is similar to Theorem 8.4 be-

low.

In the remainder of this section Xi will designate a Banach space and X

the space Xi with its weak neighborhood topology defined by all finite sets of

linear limited operations on Xi.

x{I) will be said to satisfy the weak Lipschitz condition (w.L.) if a.e. on

(0, 1) the norm of x(I)/\l\ is not infinite (that is, ||*(/)/|/| || <») for all

intervals containing s e (0, 1).

Theorem 8.3. If x(I) on intervals to X is differentiable a.e., then it satisfies

w.L.

As the neighborhoods of X are defined by all finite sets of elements of X\,

adjoint to Xh we have a.e. limm.o x[x(I)/\l\ ] exists and a fortiori

I ä [x(I) 1111 ] [ < oo for arbitrary Ios and all x t Xi. The theorem is then

an immediate consequence of a theorem due to Dunford on uniform bound-

edness [2, p. 308, Theorem 2]. In this case the abstract set is the set of all

intervals containing a point s at which the derivative exists.

Theorem 8.4. If X is sequentially complete with X separable or if X\ is

regular and if x(I) on intervals to X is of bounded variation, then a necessary

and sufficient condition that x{I) be differentiable a.e. is that x(I) satisfy w.L.

The necessity has been proved in Theorem 8.3. For the sufficiency argu-

ment we first suppose X\ to be separable and obtain a sequence {xp} dense

in Xi. Since xp[x(I)] is of bounded variation, lim|7|,0 xp[x(/)]/|/| exists on

a set <rp of measure one. W.L. implies the existence of a function L(s) such

that x[#(/)]/1 /1 <Z(s)||x|| on a set a' of measure one. Therefore

lim|i|,o *p[#(/)]/|/| exists uniformly in p on a set a0 = a'W(TP of measure

one. It follows that lim|/|,0 #[#(/)]/|/| exists on <r0 for all x t Xi. As X is

sequentially complete, the derivative likewise exists on <r0. If Ai is regular

and separable, then Xi is likewise separable. There remains only the case for

which Ai is a nonseparable regular Banach space. But here the above argu-

ment suffices because (1) x(I) is contained in a separable closed linear sub-

space of Xi and (2) every closed linear subspace of X\ is regular [15, p. 423,

Theorem 3]. (1) is a consequence of the following lemma:
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Lemma 8.5. If x{s) on (0, 1) to a sequentially complete space X is of bounded

variation, then x{s) can have at most a denumerable number of points of discon-

tinuity relative to the norm.

Suppose the contrary to be true. Then there exists a positive number e

and a denumerable set of points at which the norm variation of x{s) is greater

than e. We can then find a denumerable sequence of pairs of points with the

property that ||#(sn) —x(s„2)|| >e and snl <s„2 <s„1+i (or sj >sn2 >snl+i). Let

yn = x(sn1)—x(srf). Since x(s) is of bounded variation, zZn~i I x\y-n] | < 00 for

every x e Xi. The sequential completeness of X implies that every subseries of

Xnjn is convergent in X. By a theorem due to Orlicz and Banach [4, pp. 281—

282, Theorem 2.32], zZy* is unconditionally convergent in Xi and hence

||y„||—>0, which is contrary to our choice of y„'s.

Returning to the theorem, it is clear from the lemma that x(s) =x(I0s) has

only a denumerable set of points of discontinuity relative to the norm and

hence all of its values can be found as limits of a denumerable set of values

(again in the sense of the norm). x(I) is therefore contained in the separable

linear closed subspace of Xi determined by this denumerable set of values of

x(s). This completes the proof of Theorem 8.4.

Corollary 8.6. If X is sequentially complete with Xi separable or if Xx is

regular, and if x{I) is additive, absolutely continuous, of bounded variation, and

of w.L., then x(I) is an integral.

This follows from Theorem 8.4 and a theorem due to Pettis [4, pp. 300-

301].

In the final theorem of this section we suppose X\ to be a Banach space

with a base {#,■} [6, p. 110] which satisfies the following postulate:

(M) If ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ is any sequence of real numbers such that

l.u.b.n IE?0»'*»]! < 00 > thenXr^«' converges.

By redefining the norm we can consider instead of Xi a space isomorphic

[6, p. 180] to Xi satisfying in addition to (M) the property

n+l

(N) ZZ aiXi
1

for any constants ax, Ch, ■ ■ ■ [16, pp. 415-416]. The spaces lp (p^l) and Lv

(p>l) satisfy (M) [16, p. 419].

Theorem 8.7. If x(I) is an additive, absolutely continuous function satisfy-

ing w.L. on intervals of (0, 1) to X where Xi satisfies (M) and (N), then x(I) is

pseudo-dijferentiable and is the integral of its pseudo-derivative on intervals.

Now x(I) =Xi'&i(I)xi where a<(7) = *j [x(I) ] and hence are additive abso-
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lutely continuous functions of intervals with summable derivatives a( (s) a.e.

As x{I) satisfies w.L.,

x{I)V ^1 .
2-1     I   -r I Xi = Ls a.e.

so that (s)x\\ =7v8 a.e. By property (M) y(s) =zZiai (s)xi exists a.e.

Let xn(I) =EiL/V«/ (s)ds]xi. Then \\x(I)\\ ^\\xn(I)\\ implies that the xn{I) are

uniformly absolutely continuous. Hence

x[x(7)] = limx[x„(7)] = lim  I    X »»'(«)*(#<) yds
n n    J T L   1 J

= jf ̂  X a.'{s)*(%)J ds = J* *[y(s)](is.

This is equivalent to the desired conclusions.

9. An application to differential equations. We consider in this section an

existence theorem for ordinary differential equations in X similar to a real

variable theorem due to Caratheodory [17, p. 672].* We limit ourselves to

linear convex topological spaces which are sequentially complete and satisfy

the first countability axiom. Garrett Birkhoff [17] has shown that such a

space has a group metric. X is therefore an 77-space [6, p. 34] with a convex

neighborhood topology. We will describe the topology by both a metric and

the convex neighborhoods as suits our convenience.

x(s) and <j>(x, s) will be functions on (0, 1) and the product space XX (0, 1)

respectively to X. Dx(s) will designate the pseudo-derivative of x(s). Since X

satisfies the first countability axiom, the existence of the pseudo-derivative

will imply the existence of the derivative a.e. (see §8). f„x(s)ds will be the

V'-integral. The system

(1) Dx = <p(x, s)      x(0) = Xo

will be said to have a solution x(s) if and only if

x(s) = x0 + f <b[x(t), t]dt.
J 0

x{s) will be called measurable if there exists a sequence of step functions

[xn{s)} such that | xn(s) —x(s) \ —►() a.e. where | x—y \ is the distance between

x and y. We will say that the sequence of functions {x„(s)} are equally-con-

tinuous if for every U tV there exists 8u>0 such that |si — s2\ <8u implies

* The basic ideas of this theorem were also in part suggested by T. H. Hildebrandt.
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\\x(si) — x(s2)\\u < 1. Finally <p(x, s) will be said to satisfy condition (A) if it is

continuous in x for fixed s and measurable in s for fixed x.

Theorem 9.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that x(s) be a solution

of (1) is that (a) x(0)=x0, (b) x(Issf) =x(si) — x(si) be an additive, absolutely

continuous function of bounded variation on intervals of (0, 1) to X, and

(c) Dx(s) exist and be equal to <p[x(s), s].

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1 and the footnote on

page 133.

Lemma 9.2. If <j>(x, s) satisfies (A) and x(s) is measurable on (0, 1) to X,

then d>[x(s), s] is measurable.

Since x(s) is measurable, there exists a sequence of step functions {xn(s)}

such that I xn(s) — x(s) \ —»0 a.e. and by the continuity of </>(x, s) in x,

14> [xn(s), s] —0 [x(s), s] I —>0 a.e. Now </> [xn(s), s] is clearly measurable. There

will therefore exist a double sequence of step functions {ynp(s)\ such that

for every n, limp \ynp(s) — <b[xn(s), s] \ = 0 a.e. As the real-valued functions

|y„p(s) — 4>[xn(s), s]\ are measurable, there will exist the set ynPn for which

\ynVn~<t>[xn(s), s]\ <l/2" except on a set of measure less than 1/2". There-

fore \ynPn—<p[x{s), s]\—>0, a.e.

Lemma 9.3. If {x„(s)} on (0, 1) to X are equally continuous and compact-

valued for each s e (0, 1), then there exists a subsequence {xn.(s)} which converges

uniformly to a continuous function on (0, 1) to X.

The proof is similar to that of the familiar Arzelas theorem and will be

left to the reader.

Lemma 9.4. If T is a compact subset of X and M>0, then the set of all ele-

ments of the type 2Z"ia>xi where Xi zT and      a,| SM form a compact set.

Let { U„} where U„ 3 Un+i be a complete neighborhood system for d and

let e=l/2(M +1). There will exist a sequence {r^} cT and integers Nn such

that for x z T there is an r?,- (iSNn) such that \\x — Vi\\u„ <e. In the wth step

we let correspond to every x z T an -qt (iSNn and ||a;—»?<||i7B<«) and then to

every zZiaixi t-ne element Xf"^«»7/» where Ai=^2,ai summed over all / such

that Xj corresponds to r/j. Let IT^'aW, i be a sequence of such elements and

let {JZx"ATnin]i} be their correspondents. Then there exists a subsequence

\rk} for which Arni-^Ai" (*=1, • • • , N„). Hence there will be an A„' such

that k ̂  implies

ZZi AniVi —
Nn

s zZ\-C-X
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Clearly we can apply the diagonal process and obtain a subsequence {Sk} for

which |EN2i7.—Zf"3'in'?.-Ik.<« if k = Ni'. Now
iV„

< Me.

Therefore

Z*k   6k sl «I
0{ X{ / , 0{ X{ < 2(M + l)e

if only k, l = N". As X is sequentially complete, the sequence {XPsifliSfc:t;«s*}

converges to an element of X.

We are now in a position to establish the existence theorem.

Theorem 9.5. If <b(x, s) satisfies (A) and takes on only a compact set of

values for s e (0, 1) and x e X, then the system (1) has a solution.

We first show that for any measurable function x(s), <j>[x(s), s] can

be uniformly approximated by simple functions* assuming values in

T =[$(#, s)|se(0, 1), x e X]. Let {Un\ where Un^Un+i be a complete

neighborhood system for 9. There will exist a sequence {r/<} cT and integers

Nn such that for x z T there is an 77» (iSNn) for which \\x — r?i||ptg 1 (kSn).

We now define Sn'= [s\s z (0, 1), \\r)i-<p[x(s), s]\\UnSl], o-n^SJ-TSjZlSJ

(*=1, ■ • • , Nn), and y„(Y) = ??« on o-„\ To show that |y„(s)} is the desired

sequence we need only to demonstrate that is measurable. But this fol-

lows from the fact that 4>[x(s), s] is approximable by step functions.

By hypothesis, T is compact. Therefore given U zV, there will exist M(U)

such that ||r||iy gi¥(?7). Further if x(s) is measurable, then <p[x(s), s] is meas-

urable, \\(p [x(s), s]\\u is summable, and hence the U-integrability of <f> [x(s), s]

will imply its U'-integrability.

Let xn(s) = x0+/o0 [xi (s),s]ds where xl (s) = x(p/n) for p/n <s S (p +1)/»

(p = 0,l, • • • ,n — 1). The integral of <j>[xi (s), s] exists by Theorem 6.2, since

(/>[#„'(s), s] is uniformly approximable by simple functions whose pseudo-

norms with respect to U are bounded by M(U). Now by Lemma 8.2

(2)
\xn(si) — xn(s2)\\u S \\ I   <t>[xi (s), s]ds\\ = I   ||c>[#„'($), s]\\uds

II*'«! \\U ''.i

This clearly implies

(3)

S M(U)- I s2 - 5i I

\xn(s) - xi(s)\\„ S M(U)/n.

* A simple function on (0, 1) to X is constant on each of a finite number of disjoint measurable

sets whose sum is (0,1).
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As above there exists a double sequence of simple functions yPn(s) such that

yPn(s) = r,i ontr^e S (»?<* r andyj&tr^S) and \\yP"(s) -0 [*„'(*), s]||r/,£»l.

It is clear that \\ypn(s)—(j>[xJ (s), s]\\Uk is measurable and converges to zero

as p—*ao. Thus ||yP"(s)||r7^jW(t7) and yPn(s)—></>[#„'(s), s] approximately. By

Theorem 6.2 limp f„ypn(s)ds = fa<p[xf(s), s]ds. But f<,yPn(s)ds=12iPVi\

where Sfi|ff-<r£| =U. By Lemma 9.4 the set [/ffyP"(s)^| <r c (0, 1);

n; p = \, 2, • • • ] is compact and therefore [/gt^f»» (s), s]d.?|s£ (0, 1);

» = 1, 2, • • • ] is compact. By (2) and Lemma 9.3 there exists a subsequence

{xnk(s)} which approaches the continuous function x(s) uniformly on (0, 1).

Then by (3) xn{ (s)—>x(s) uniformly on (0, 1). Clearly ||c/> [#n/(s), s]

—(j>[x(s), s)]\\u is measurable. Therefore <p[xnl(s), s]-^cp[x(s), s] approxi-

mately as k—>oo . Also ||</)[#n/ (s), s]\\uSM(U). Again by Theorem 6.2

<b[x'„k(s), s]ds = I   4>[x(s), s]ds.
o Jo

10. Examples. The following examples serve to illustrate some of the

properties of the U-integral as well as the importance of various hypotheses.

Example 10.2 demonstrates that the Birkhoff and Pettis integrals are differ-

ent. It is therefore possible to define a class of integrals for a Banach space.

Example 10.8 shows that the class of Pettis integrable functions does not

include a very well behaved set of functions. Example 10.9 proves that the

integral of a strongly measurable function may not be weakly differentiable.

These three examples answer questions raised by Pettis [4, p. 303].

B will be the space of real bounded functions xt on T= (0, 1) with norm

\\xt\\ =l.u.b.(er \ xt\. We will consider functions x(s) on 5= (0, 1) to X. Inte-

gration on S = (0, 1) is taken with respect to the Lebesgue measure function.

It will be necessary for us to refer to the following theorem whose proof

can be found in another paper* by the author:

Theorem 10.1. For every bounded additive set function ß(r) on all subsets

of (0, 1) there exists a denumerable set R(ß) and a unique decomposition

ß(r) =ßi(T)+ßi(r) such that jS,(r) (* = 1, 2) are bounded additive set functions,

ßi(r) =ß(R-r), and j32(r) =0 if r is a denumerable subset of (0, 1).

10.2. Example of a function which is Pettis integrable but not Birkhoff in-

tegrable (§7). Let x(s) on 5=(0, 1) to B be defined as x(s) =xt(s) = 1 if

t — s = p/2n for ±p, n positive integers and xt(s)=0 elsewhere. Thus on the

unit square with coordinates s and xt(s) = 1 only on a denumerable set of

points on any line parallel to either coordinate axis.

* This paper will appear in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society.
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Hildebrandt [19] has shown that for every x of the space adjoint to B

there exists an additive bounded set function ß(r) on all subsets of T= (0, 1)

such that for all xtB, x(x) = fTxtdß. By Theorem 10.1, ß(r) = ßi(r)+ßz(r),

where ßi(t)=ß(R-r), R is a denumerable subset of T, and j82('3") =0 for all

denumerable subsets of T. Hence for each s

x[x(s)] = I x,(s)dß = I xt(s)dßi+ I xt{s)dßi = I xt(s)dßi.

It follows that x[x(V)]^0 only if xt(s)^0 for 11 R. Let 5, = [s|s e (0, 1),

x,(s)^0, fixed t] and o0=X«£«°<- Then So is the subset of S on which #((s)^0

for some t z R. Since both 5t and ic are denumerable sets, 50 is a denumerable

subset of S. Therefore x[#(s)] = 0 a.e. and x(s) is Pettis integrable to the

value x„ = 8 t B for all measurable sets a.

On the other hand x(s) is not Birkhoff integrable. Suppose the contrary

were true. Then [1, Theorem 13], given e>0, there exist disjoint sets <rt

such that zZai= S> the series Za;(a'>)o:(tTi) is unconditionally convergent, and

si; si e a-,- implies lEili^C5») Ia<-\ ~lZt-ix(s')\II <e- We first suppose that

for each t there exists a o-,- such that for all 5 e er,-, x*(s) = 0. We can then divide

r into sets 0< where T=XX> and for all 11 8i and s e <?i, xt(s)=0. Since

xt(s) = 1 on a diagonal, S — cTi contains the set 6- whose coordinate values are

those of di. In addition 5 — o\ contains (?.," consisting of all points of the type

s±p/2n and s/2" where s t 8- for all integral p and n. Now 0/' is a homogene-

ous point set in the sense of Knopp [20, pp. 411-414] so that its upper measure

|ö/'| =1 or 0. As there exists an i0 such that | 0io' | >0, it follows that

\S—ffit\ s?|^i,'| =1 which is contrary to |<r,-J >0. Our supposition being

false, we can select a t0 with the property that for every i, <r< contains an sf

such that xto(si) = 1. As Jcrx-J >0, there is also an si t a, such that #<0(s/) =0.

But this implies that |E<*(**)|<r<l —Z^C5/) l^'l II = 1- The assumption that
x(s) is Birkhoff integrable has thus led to a contradiction.

10.3. Example of a V-integrable function for which there exists A0 such that

for all AS;Ao, Ja(x, S) is not unconditionally convergent (§2). One would ex-

pect a definition of unconditional convergence for Ja(x, S) at least to demand

the convergence of every sum Zr*(s<)|tTi| 0>< 6 Even such a definition

would eliminate the function of the present example from the class of in-

tegrable functions if (1) we replace unconditional summability in Definition

2.1 by unconditional convergence, and (2) we insist that Ja(x, S) is uncondi-

tionally convergent if this is true for Ja0(x, S) where A ̂ A0.

Let X be the space B with a weak neighborhood topology defined by all

finite sets of linear limited operations onB. Letx(s) =xt(s) = l/siors — t = p/2n

where +p, n are positive integers and xt(s) =0 elsewhere. x(s) can be shown
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to be U-integrable (that is, Pettis integrable) in a manner identical with

that used in Example 10.2. Suppose A0= {o-;° = (1/2*, l/2i_I)} andA = (o-<) ̂A0.

As in Example 10.2 there exists to and Si e o\- such that xto(si) = 1/sf. We will

now show that some sum of JA(x, S) does not converge with respect to the

neighborhoods U= [x\x e X, \xto(x)\ <ö] where $H(x)=xH. This is an im-

mediate consequence of

1 2i_1
FJ xh(Si)\<Ti\ = yj j^l'i01 = E — = *.

10.4. Example of a function x(s) on S=(0, 1) to B which is V-integrable

having the properties (1), (2), (3) given below.

(1) ||#(s)|| is not measurable. Convergence a.e. will therefore not imply

uniform convergence on the complement of sets of arbitrary small measure

(approximate convergence in Theorem 6.2).

(2) f„x{s)ds = 6 for all a yet x(s) ^0 a.e. B does not contain a denumerable

subset which is total (Theorem 5.2).

(3) x(s) is not V-integrable. The two integrals are therefore distinct in

general (§8).

Let (T0 be a non-measurable set in S=(0, 1) and define x(s) = 6 for

s tS—(To and x(s) equal to the characteristic function of the point s for

s e o-0 [4, p. 301, Example 9.1].

10.5. Example illustrating the need for sequential completeness in Corollary

4.3 and Theorem 6.2. In the Banach space of bounded sequences let m0 be the

linear extension of the set of unit vectors <f>n. The space m0 is not sequentially

complete. Let xk(s) =Xik(s) = 8in4>n for s e (1/2", 1/2"-1) and nSk {bin is the

Kronecker symbol), and vanish elsewhere (& = 1, 2, • • • , to). Despite the fact

that for every e > 0 there exists a JA(xS) which is unconditionally summable

with respect to an e-sphere, x"(s) is not 1v-integrable in m0 (Corollary 4.3).

On the other hand xk(s)—*x"(s) approximately, and the f,xk(s)ds exist and

are uniformly absolutely continuous (Theorem 6.2).

10.6. Example showing the need for sequential completeness in Theorem 6.5.

Let B0 be the linear subset of B consisting of all functions on T = (0,1) whose

derivatives exist a.e. and take on only a finite set of values. B0 is not sequen-

tially complete. We define x(s)=xt(s) = 1 for t^s, and to vanish elsewhere.

x(s) is integrable on a to (|o- /0'|). However if d>(s)=s, then fy(s)x(s)ds

= (t2/2) which is not in B0.

10.7. Example showing the need of completeness with respect to D in a space

which is sequentially complete {Theorem 4.1). Let l0 be the linear space of

functions xt on 7/=(0, 1) such that El^l < 00 and let /0 be the set of all
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bounded measurable functions xt on T= (0, 1). Then x(x) =2 a linear

continuous operation on l0. We will define the topology on l0 by all finite sets

of elements from l0. Any denumerable sequence of elements of l0 differs on T

at only a denumerable set of points. l0 is sequentially complete since this is

equivalent to the weak completeness of h [6, p. 143]. Finally set xt(s) = S,t

on S = (0,1) to l0. As fcx(xt(s))ds = f„xtdt exists, it follows that for every U t V

(finite set of x's) there will be a J\(x, S) which is unconditionally summable

with respect to U. On the other hand there exists no x° t l0 such that

E<*i *(°= JgXtdt for all * e U. x{s) is therefore not U-integrable.

For convenience let M be the class of functions x(s) on S = (0, 1) to B such

that (1) x[x(s)] as measurable for all xt B, and (2) fcx[x(s)]ds are uniformly

absolutely continuous with respect to elements of B. If x(s) is contained in

a separable subspace of B, then it is Pettis integrable [4, p. 293, Theorem 5.3].

It is Dunford integrable in any case.

10.8. Example of a member of M which is not Pettis integrable. Sierpinski

[21, pp. 9-10] has shown that equivalent to the hypothesis of the continuum

is the existence of a set d in the unit square I such that on every parallel to

the s axis 6 contains at most a denumerable set of points in I while on every

parallel to the t axis 1 — 6 contains at most a denumerable set of points in I.

We define x(s) onS= (0, 1) to B so that x(s) =xt(s) is the characteristic func-

tion of 8. In the notation of Example 10.2,

Since for any 11 (0, 1), xt(s) = 1 for only a denumerable set 5, in S, it follows

that fTxt{s)dßi^ on at most the set 80 =zZt^r°t which is denumerable. Let 1(

be the element of B which has the value one for all 11 T. As (11—xt (s)) has only

a denumerable set of nonzero values for each stS,we have / r(L—xf(s))dßt = 0.

Hence x[#(s)]= fAtdß* for all 5 e (S— 50) so that x [#(.?)] is measurable. The

integrals f„x[x{s)]ds are obviously uniformly absolutely continuous with re-

spect to elements of B. Thus x(s) t M.

Finally, let us suppose that there exists ay tB such that x(y) = fsx [x(s) ]ds

for every x tB. For every t01 T there exists an xh t B defined by xto(xt)=xlr

This set is total on B.

Now Banach [6, p. 30] has demonstrated the existence of x0 t B for which

x0(x) =Lfsx,dt whenever xt is Lebesgue integrable. Our supposition then leads

to

= xH{y) = I xh[xt(s)]ds = I xt<>(s)ds = 0.
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0 = x0(y) = I io[ii(i)]^s = I Ids = 1.
d s J s

Therefore x{s) is not Pettis integrable.

It is to be noticed that F(x) = fsx[x(s)]ds is weakly continuous on B.

Since there exists no y e B such that F(x) = x(y) for all xe B, the Banach theo-

rem [6, p. 131, Theorem 8] to this effect for separable Banach spaces is not

in general true for nonseparable Banach spaces.

10.9. Example of an additive, absolutely continuous function x(o) on meas-

urable sets of (0, 1) to Hilbert space H which in the weak neighborhood topology

is pseudo-differentiable but a.e. not differentiable (§8). Let be a doubly infi-

nite set of orthonormal vectors in H. We define y<(s) = 2 on (j/2\2-2i+j/2 *)

_/ = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , (21 —1), and elsewhere set y<(s) =0. As Birkhoff [1, p. 375, Ex.

ample 2] has observed, y(s) =Xr=i)'nCs) exists a.e. and is Birkhoff integrable,

Pettis has shown [4] that x{a) = fay(s)ds is additive, absolutely continuous-

and in the weak neighborhood topology pseudo-differentiable. We will now

demonstrate that ||x(7)/|7| || is unbounded a.e. As in Theorem 8.3, this will

imply that a.e. the weak derivative does not exist. Let s = 0aiCh ■ ■ ■ an ■ ■ ■ be

the dyadic representation of s e (0,1). Hardy and Littlewood [22, p. 189] have

proved that any finite sequence of digits will recur an infinite number of

times on a set of measure one. In particular, n consecutive zeros will occur

infinitely often on <r„ of unit measure. Then o-0=Ho-n is of measure one. For

each point of <r0 all numbers of consecutive zeros occur infinitely often. Sup-

pose p is the number of consecutive zeros not exceeding n/2 which immedi-

ately proceed the («+l)st digit of 0aia2 ■ ■ ■ an ■ ■ ■ =s. If /„ is the interval

aaxa2 ■ ■ ■ an-pSsSoaiCh • • • an-p + \/2n, then

x{In) = j [ E yiWj ds + [y(s)

n

= X xi,u/2i + x'(In)
n—p

where x'(In)  is orthogonal to (i = n—p, •••,«).  In this case

||x(/„)/|/n| || ^2". Since for each point of a0, lim„ pn= oo, our assertion is

proved.
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